YELLOWSTONE, COMING HOME
Words & Music by John Denver
sung at the Aspen Memorial Service (1997)

D G          D           G          D
OH-OOO     OH-OOO     OH-OOO     OH-OOO

OH, THE YELLOWSTONE, OH THE BUFFALO FREE
OH, MY BROTHER THE WOLF, MY LOVER THE MOON
OH, THE LITTLE ONE, OH, THE JOY THAT I FELL
OH, THE LOVE IN MY HEART, A WILDERNESS SONG

G   A          D
OH, THE WATERFALL, OH THE RIVER THAT RUNS
OH, MY BROTHER THE WIND, MY SISTER THE SEA
OH, THE OCEAN SHORE, OH THE CASTLES OF STONE
OH, THE MOUNTAIN TOP CALLING TO ME

D G          D           G          D
OH-OOO     OH-OOO     OH-OOO     OH-OOO

RETURNING, FOREVER RETURNING, COMING HOME
BELONGING, FOREVER BELONGING, NEVER ALONE

OH, THE MYSTERY, OH THE DREAMING OF DREAMS
OH, MY BROTHER MY OWN, MY SISTER MY OWN
OH, THE TENDERNESS, OH, THE LONGING FOR LOVE
OH, THE BEAUTIFUL WAY, THE SWEET COMING HOME

D G          D           G          D
OH-OOO     OH-OOO     OH-OOO     OH-OOO
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